“The Best Deal in Town? Associations between Subsidized Housing and Labor Market Inequality in New Orleans”

Thursday October 30th, 2014 from 3:30 – 4:45 p.m.
Donald L. Houston Building* Room 103
– Light Refreshments provided –

Dr. Sara Gleave
Postdoctoral Researcher
Texas Census Research Data Center
Texas A&M University

Sara Gleave is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Texas Census Research Data Center at Texas A&M University. Her areas of interest include labor markets, ethnic entrepreneurship, subsidized housing and urban inequality. Dr. Gleave earned her doctorate in Geography and Urban Regional Analysis at University of North Carolina at Charlotte (PhD 2014). While at UNC Charlotte she performed research at the Triangle Census Research Data Center using restricted microdata versions of the Decennial Census, American Community Survey, and Survey of Business Owners. The research she is presenting uses restricted microdata to examine the relationship between subsidized housing and labor market outcomes. In her position at TXCRDC she is expanding on this research and undertaking new initiatives with researchers at TAMU. Dr. Gleave has coauthored articles in *Southeastern Geography* and *Urban Geography* and has several manuscripts in preparation that are based on her dissertation research.

Sara Gleave [personal webpage].

[Click for Location/Directions](or visit [txcrdc.tamu.edu](http://txcrdc.tamu.edu))  Onsite parking is free.
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